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1. Introduction. A few years ago, in [FF], W. H. Fleming and I began the

systematic study of the class of integral currents, which appears to be particularly

suitable for the natural formulation and solution of various basic problems in

geometric measure theory. The subject of integral currents was developed further

in papers by F. J. Almgren, Jr. [A], W. H. Fleming [FL], W. P. Ziemer [Z] and

myself [F4], [F5]. Moreover, recent investigations by E. De Giorgi [DG],

J. H. Michael [M] and E. R. Reifenberg [R] are closely related to this subject.

The present paper has two aims, to contribute to the basic general study of

integral currents, and to establish a connection between this part of analysis and

the algebrogeometric theory of complex varieties. The content of §2 is a new

measure theoretic characterization of integral currents, which makes it easy to

recognize complex algebraic varieties as integral cycles. Then §3 treats the slicing

of a normal current Tin X by a locally Lipschitzian map/: X-* Y. With almost

every point y in Y there is associated, by means of relative differentiation of

measures, a current (T,f,y} of dimension dim(T)—dim(Y), which may be

thought of as the slice of Tin/- i{y}. The structure, norm and continuity

properties of such slices are examined in detail. This general study seems timely in

view of the occurrence of slices in particular cases in [F3], [FF, 3.9], [FL, 1.2],

[A], [R] as well as in §4 of the present paper. That last section was motivated

by the classical problem of Plateau, now formulated in terms of minimal currents

[FF, §9]. The existence of solutions has been assured, but the determination of

the local structure of minimal currents remains a difficult problem. It is now

understood that, except in special dimensions, minimal currents will ordinarily

have some singularities. One hopes ultimately to prove that almost all the support

of a minimal current is a real analytic manifold, and to gain seme insight concerning

the nature and distribution of the singularities. Considerable progress, though still

short of complete success, has been made in [DG], [FL], [R] on the first question,

very little on the second. It would certainly be helpful to know many examples of

minimal currents with interesting singularities. Examples of this type, and just
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about the only ones now known to me, are the complex algebraic varieties. The

fact that these varieties are minimal currents is proved in the first part of §4,

essentially by the classical method of Wirtinger [W], [DR2]; the details are

simplified partly by use of the theory of integral currents, but mainly by an

extremely short proof of Wirtinger's inequality(2). Then it is shown that the

plane sections of a variety depend continuously, as currents, on the cutting planes.

The final theorem asserts that one of the algebraic geometer's ways of describing

a singular point, by means of a tangent cone whose irreducible components

occur with certain intersection multiplicities, is equivalent, for complex varieties,

to the purely measure theoretic device used in the theory of minimal currents.

For use this paper we readopt without change the terminology and notation

introduced in [FF].

2. A characterization of integral currents. It was proved in [FF, 8.14] that

every k dimensional rectifiable current, whose boundary has finite mass, is an

integral current. Here it is shown that this condition on the boundary may be

lifted on a closed set of k— 1 dimensional measure 0.

By N(f,A,y) we mean the number (possibly co) of elements of Ar\f~l{y}.

2.1 Lemma. // T is a k dimensional rectifiable current in R", B is an Hk

measurable subset of R", XeA(k,n) and

Hktp\B)-] = 0,

then

TAp**(cok)nB = 0.

Proof.   We know from [FF, 8.16] that Hk almost all of the set

A = {z:&k(\\T\\,z)>0}

is contained in the union of a countable family of k dimensional regular subman-

ifolds of class 1, with tangent spaces spanned by T. It follows from the classical

area formula [Fl, 5.9] that

f      \px*(œk)lî(z)-]\dHkz=\   N(p\AnB,y)dHky.
JAnB J Rk

Since H*[pA(5)] = 0, the right integral equals 0, hence

px*(cok)[T(z)\ = 0 for Hk almost all z in A C\B.

Therefore, if <p e E°(R"), then

[TAp*#K)n/?](4>)  = f    <Kz)pA#K)[f(z)] &k(\\T\\,z)dHkz = 0.
JAnB

(2) Wirtinger's inequality (Theorem 4.1) involves only linear algebra, and may be read

independently from the rest of this paper.
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2.2 Theorem.   Suppose TeEkiR") and U, VeEk-yiR"), with

dT= U + V.

IfTisrectifiable,M(U)<ooandHk~1(sr>tV) = 0, then M(dT)  <   oo ;  Aence

TeIk(R").

Proof.   Assuming that /e£°(Rn), pe A(fc - l,n) and

<p=fAp»*icok-y)eEk-\R"),

we shall verify that | (dT)(</>) | ^ M(U) ■ M(<p).

Let S = p"(spt V) and choose ^y,^2,^)3,--- ef^R*-1) such that

spt^cR^-S,  0^/y)^l   foryeR*-1,

for each positive integer j, and

lim \jfjiy) = 1  for ye R*'1 -S.
j-*oo

Since dij/j /\cok-y=0, hence d(^- o pß) A p"# (<ok-y) = 0, one obtains

TWj ° P") A d<tf\ = r[d[(^. o p") A ci»]] = (8T) Ktj o p") A «p]

= L/[(^op")Aci],

because spt(^ o p") Ospt(F) is empty.

Next observe that d</) is the sum ofn — k + 1 forms of the type

LV/AdXiAp"Wi)= ±DifApx*icok)

where ie{l,---,n} — rngp, Ae A(fc,n), rng A = {i}u rng p. For each such i and A

we can factor p" = pv o p\ where veA(/c-l,fc); if B = (pM)-1(S), then

Hklp\B)-] = HkiipT\S)-] = 0,

and Lemma 2.1 implies that T Apx*ia>k) OB = 0; inasmuch as

lim ifj o p")(z) = 1 for z e R" - B,

we find that

TV>J A PA>*)] = lim TlOlfj o p") A DJ A pA>*)]-

Summation with respect to i yields

Tid4>)=   lim T[(1>J.op")Ad£l
./-»CO

=   lim UW,.op")A£|,
j-»co

whence | Tide/)) \ z% M(U) • M(tf>).
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Thus we have shown that M(dT)< co. Reference to [FF, 8.14] completes the

proof.

3. Slices of normal currents. The beginning of this section deals with the

problem of extending the definition and elementary properties of T Af*(4>)

from the case where/ is of class co to the case where/ is locally Lipschitzian.

Then the slices (JT,f,yy, into which a map/ cuts a current Tin its domain, are

introduced through a procedure motivated by the coarea formula [F.3, 3.1] and

the proof of [FF, 3.9]. A general treatment of the behavior of these slices, with

respect to various norms and transformations, is followed by two theorems

which show that under certain special conditions the slices vary continuously.

If (p is a differential form and £ is a set, then <j> n E denotes the product of <f>

and the characteristic function of E.

3.1 Definition. With each locally Lipschitzian map f : X^> Y, of Riemannian

manifolds of class co, we associate the commutative diagram

X x Y

where p(x,y) = x, q(x,y) = y, F(x) = (x,f(x)) for xeX, ye Y. Then we define

<T,/,<p> = P*[F*(T) A î'^eE,.^)

whenever k _ i, Te Nk(X) and <f> is a bounded Baireform of degree i on Y.

3.2 Theorem.   Under the conditions of 3.1 the following statements hold:

(1) In casef is of class co, then

<T,/,<p> = TA/*«>).

(2) If<peE'(Y) andfx,f2,f3,---are maps of class co which are equi-Lipschit-

zian and converge uniformly to f, on spt T, then
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lim FlTAf*(<t>)-(T,f,<py\ = 0.
J-+00

(3) // <px,<p2,<p3,--- are Baire forms converging boundedly to <j>, then

lim  <T,/,</»;>=<T,/,0>.
J->00

(4) For each i¡/eEk-'(X),

<T,f,<p} W = ( - l)tlk~n\jÁT A *)](*).

(5) /n case fc > i and 0 €£'(10, r/ien

3<T,/,0> = (-l)i<3T,/,(/.> + (-l)i+1<T,/,a'«/»>.

(6) In case k > i = dim y, ifcen d<T,/,<p> = ( - l/<óT,/,(p>.

(I) If either 4> eE\Y) or i = diva.  Y, then   <T,/,<p>eiVk_j(X).

(8) //A is a Lipschitz constant for f on spt T, rfcen

M«Tj,0»á(J)A«r/4r|)](|^|).

/n case <p(y) is simple for yeY, the factor

(Î)
may be omitted.

(9) For  euery   bounded  Baire function  i¡/: Y-*R,

<T,/,0A^>=<T,/,</->A(^o/).

(10) /n case i = 0, r/ien <T,/,0> = TA(4>of).

(II) If q^k-i and ij/eE9(X), then

<TA<A,/,0> = (-l)i4<7;/,0>A^.

(12) // y=/î, a<o, £ = {f:azgizgo} and (¡>:R->R,

<Ky) = [|í-f>|-|í-a| + a- b]/[2(a - 5)]

whenever teR, then

(b-a)-1<JJ,coxr\E) = (dT)A(<t>of)-d{TA(<i>of)-\.

Proof.   (1) holds because, for each \j/eEk~\X),

<T,/, 0 > W = [£#(T) A € *(<?)] [p #(«W]

- F#(T)[q#(<p) AP#W] = T[(F#o q*)(<p) A(F*o p*)r»]

= T|y*(^)A^] = [TAr(«p)]W.
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To verify (2) we note that the maps

Fj : X -* X x Y, Fjix) = (x,//x)) for xeX,

are equi-Lipschitzian and converge uniformly to F, on sptT, and apply [FF, 3.4].

(3) holds because M[F#iTy] < oo.

The statements (4)—(11) are readily verified by reference to [FF, 2.3,2.4] in case

/is of class oo and 4> e E\Y), and then extended by approximation. Regarding (8)

we observe that, in the smooth case,

M[TA/'(ffl^fc) im|(||/#(0)||) ï (*) |T|[*(| + |o/)].

To prove (12) we approximate </> uniformly by a sequence of equi-Lipschitzian

functions <p¡ e £°(R) such that

lim (j)'j(y) = cj)'(y) whenever yeR- {a,A}.
/-♦GO

From (5) and (10) we obtain the equations

<T,/, d^ > = (8T) A (4>j of)- d{T A (4>j o /)]

whose right members clearly converge to the right member of (12). Moreover, if

\//eEk~1iU), thenftiT A^eNyiR1) and [FF, 6.4] implies that the measure

f#(TA*P)Ao)y is absolutely continuous with respect to Ly ; applying (4) we

find that

(Zfid^yW) = i - lf-'MT A 101»!]

converges to

( - l)k~%(T A i»[(6 - aT'coy OF],

which equals the left member of (12).

3.3 Theorem. If

X -£->Y —^-> Z

are locally Lipschitzian maps of Riemannian manifolds of class oo, k ^ i,

T e Nk(X) and (j) is a bounded Baire form of degree i on Z, then

fÁ<T,gof,<py)=(f#(T),g,<t>y

In case g is of class oo, then

<T,go/,0>=<T,/,/(0)>.

3.4 Remark. Whenever yeR" and £1,£2,£3,... are subsets of R" such that
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inf{diam(£,.)-"£„(£,) :; = 1,2,3,-} > 0,

lim diam (Ey u {y}) = 0,
./-»CO

one refers to Ey,E2,E3,--- as a regular sequence of sets tending to y. We shall

compute the general dérivâtes of certain measures with respect to such regular

sequences [S, Chapter IV].

3.5 Theorem. Suppose X is a Riemannian manifold of class oo, f:X^R"

is locally Lipschitzian, T eNk(X) and k'ïzn. For L„ almost all y in R" there

exists a unique current

<T,/,y>€iVn(X)

sucA that, if Ey,E2,E3,--- is any regular sequence of closed sets tending to y,

and if

Xj = Ln(Ej)-\   Sj = Xj <T,/,con nEj>

for j = 1,2,3,"., iAen

<T,f,y >(.» = ( - l)"(*-"> lim Xj UÁT A *) A a>„](Ey)
J-»0O

whenever \¡/ eEk~"(X), and

lim sup M(Sj) = lim sup Xj [/#(|| <TJ>„> ¡)](Ej) < oo,
j -* 00 j -* CO

lim sup M(dSJ) = lim sup A,[/#(|| <dT,f,co„> || )](£,-)< oo,
7*-* oo j-*co

lim  F(SJ.-<T,/,y» = 0,
j-* CO

spt<T,/,y>C:(sptr)n/-1{y}.

Proof. Assuming X separable, let D be a countable Af dense subset of

Ek~"(X). For L„ almost all y in R", the measures

Ui\\<T,f,cony\\),M\\<eTj,cony\\),

and all the measures

/#(T A "A) A oj„ corresponding to ij/ e D, |

are derivable in the general sense with respect to L„.

We now fix such a point y and let a,b,ci\//) be the values, at y, of the

general dérivâtes of the above measures.

Considering any regular sequence of closed sets Ej tending to y, we see from

3.2 (7), (5) that
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Sj = XjiTfto^nf-^Ej),

M(Sj) = ^IKT/,^)^/-1^,)]

= ¿jM\\(T,f,cony\\)(Ej),

dSj = A, ( - 1)" <ÓT,/,e>,> r\r * (Ej),

M(dSj) = A,./#(||<ÓT,/,co„> \\)(Ej),

lim M(Sj) = a,     UmM(dSj) = b,

and from 3.2 (3) that, for every \¡/ e D,

Sjm = (-l)«k-»>Xj[f,iT Aplican r\Ej)

= (- l)-»-"U; [/#(T A *) A<](£,•),

limS/tA)  = (-l)n(ii-n)c(^).
/-►co

It follows that the currents Sj converge, with respect to the norm F according

to [FF, 7.3], to a current S e Nk-n(X) for which

S(i¡,) = ( - l)"(*-n) c(t/0 whenever x¡/eD.

From this formula we also see that S is independent of the choice of regular

sequence, and may be denoted <[T,f,y}.

The last conclusion of the theorem holds because

sptiS^cztsptTOn/-1^,.).

3.6 Corollary.

(1) Whenever k>n and (T,f,y} exists, so does

<ar,/,y> = (-l)"5<T,/,y>.

(2) Whenever \j/eEq(X), q-^k — n and <,T,f,y} exists, so does

<TA<A,/,y> = (-l)"?<T,/,y>A^

(3) For every bounded Baireform ij/ of degree k — n on X,

= f  Or,/,:
JR"

<T,/,aOW=       <T,/,y>0/0dL„y
JR"

(4) M«T,/,(an»= ¡RM((T,f,yy)dLny.
(5) For every bounded Baire function \j/:X^R,

|| <T,/,cun> ||0/0 = f   || (T,f,yy ||0A) dLny.
JR"

(6) Ifu:R"-yR is a bounded Baire function, then
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<TJ.BCB.Xy) = f    <T,f,y>iy) • uiy) dLny
JR"

whenever y e Ek~"iX), and

Mi(T,f,ucon>) =  f     Mi(T,f,y>) ■ \ uiy) \ dLny.
J R"

ÇI) In case n = 1 and (T,f,y} exists, then

<T,/,y> =(ÔT) n{x:/(x) > y} - 5(Tn{x:/(x) > y}).

(8) Suppose Vand W are open subsets of R", g is a diffeomorphism of class

oo mapping V onto W,/(spt T) cz V, and yeV.If (T,f,y) exists, so does

<F,go/,g(y)> = 8<T,/,y>,

where e = det Dgiy)/ | det Dgiy) |.

(9) In case X is an open subset of R", then

J.Fi<T,f,y})dLnyz%FiT).
' R"

Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious. To obtain (3) in case i¡/ e Ek~"iX), we note that

/».(TA "A) eN„iR") and infer from [FF, 6.4] that the measure /„(TAiA) A», is

absolutely continuous with respect to L„; looking up its derivate in the statement

of our theorem, we find that

jRn<T,f,y>iil,)dLny = ( - l)"(t-n)[/,(TA« A <KR")

= ( - lf-Ui^AfflK) = <T,/,cu„>0/0

by 3.2(3). Next we infer from (3) that

Mi(T,f,cott}) g í    M«T,/,y»dL„y;
Ja»

moreover our theorem shows that the above integrand is dominated, L„ almost

everywhere, by the derivate of /#(|| <T,/,con> ||); hence the integral does not

exceed

/#(|| <T,/,o)n> ||)(R")= I <T,/,o)„> UPO

= M«r,/,o>n».

Thus we have verified (4), from which (5) results for \¡i e E°(X) through replacement

of Tby TA>A) and then for general i¡/ through approximation.

The first part of (6) is obtained from (3) with \]/ = y ■ (« o /), the second from

(5) with \j/ = uof.
To prove (7) we consider the sequence of intervals
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F^í^yzgízgy + f-1};

defining (pj as in 3.2 (11) we find that

Sj = j(T,f, cox n Ej > = (dT) A (<pj of)- d[T A (<t>j o /)],

and observe that the functions <pj o / converge boundedly to the characteristic

function of {x:/(x)>y}.

As for (8), we note that the regular sequences tending to y correspond under g

to the regular sequences tending to g(y). Letting

pj = Ln\_g(Efj]-\     aj = p.j(T,go/,con ng(Ef)>,

we see from 3.3 and 3.2 (9) that

oj  = pjiT,fg#\:co„ng(EJ)-]y

= pj{T,f,(detDg)connEjy,

aj-eSj = Àj{T,f,(pjXJ1detDg-B)œ„ryEjy

= Sj A IQijXJ Met Dg-e)n E¡\ o /,
hence

M(aj - eSj) = M(Sj) ■ M[(p;A;x det Dg - e) O£,.]

approaches 0 as j approaches   co.

In verifying (9) we may assume, possibly modifying / on X — spt T and

performing a Lipschitzian extension, that X is convex. Then we use [FF, 7.2] to

choose KeNk+x(X) so that

F(T) = M(T- dK) + M(K),

infer from (1) that

<T,/,yy=<T- ÔK,f,y> + ( - l)nd(K,f,y>

for L„ almost all y, and apply (4) to obtain

Í  F((T,f,y})dLny S  Í   IM«T- dK,f,y}) + M((K,f,yy)]dLny
J R" JR"

zg M(T-dK) + M(K) = F(T).

3.7 Remark. In view of 3.6 (8) one may define (T,f,y} not only for maps/

into R", but for maps into any oriented n dimensional manifold Y of class co.

When Y is given a Riemannian metric, inducing the Hausdorff measure H" over Y,

then (T,f,yy exists for H" almost all y. All statements of 3.6 remain true when L„

and con are replaced by H" and the orienting unit n form of Y.

3.8 Remark. It follows from 3.6 (9) and Fatou's lemma that, if Tx, T2, T3, •••

are normal currents which converge to Twith respect to the norm F, then
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lim inf F[<T,,/,y>-<T,/,y>] = 0

53

./-»CO

for L„ almost all y in R".

3.9 Theorem. Under the conditions of 3.3, if Z is oriented, zeZ, and

<T,go/,z> exists, so does(f#(T),g,Zy =/#(<T,go/,z».

Proof. If Z = R"and Ey,E2,E3,-- is a regular sequence of closed sets tending

to z, with Xj = LTEj)-1, then A,.</#(T),g,co„ C\Ef) =f#(Xj(T,gof,con(-\Ejy).

3.10 Theorem. 7/iAe conditions of 3.1 Ao/d and y e Y = R", then

(1) <F#(T),q,y> = F,«r,f,y»,

(2) (T,f,yy = pf((FÁT),q,yy).

Proof. Since/ = qo F, (I) holds whenever (T,f,y} exists. On the other hand

3.1 and 3.2 (1) yield the equations Xj<TJ,con nF,-> = p#(A,<F#(T),<ï,oj„ OF,»,

which show that (2) holds whenever (F#iT),q,ys> exists.

3.11 Theorem. Consider a commutative diagram

■ X,

Y x Z

of locally Lipschitzian maps of Riemannian manifolds, where n and f are the

projections, and suppose T e Nk(X),   k^m + n.

(1) If<t>eEm(Y), i//eE"(Z), then

<T,A,n#«OArOA)> = <<T,/, </>>,£»

= (-l)-«T,i?,i/r>,/,«p>.

(2) In case Z = R"and<pe Em(Y), then

<<T,/,<¿>,g,z> = (-ir<<T,g,z>,/,c6>

for L„ almost all z.
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(3) In case Y= Rm and Z = R", then

<T,h,(y,z)y =  <<T,/,y>,g,z>

= (-ir<<T,g,z>,/,y>

for Lm+n almost all (y,z) in Rm x R".

Proof. One readily verifies (1), first in case h is of class co, then in general

using 3.2 (2). Similarly (2) follows from 3.6 (2) in case / is of class co, and is

extended with the help of 3.6 (9).

In proving (3) we apply (1) and (2) with (p = umm and ij/ = vcon, where

w e £°(/T) and v e E°(R"), together with 3.6 (6) to obtain, for each y e Ek~m'"(X),

the equations

/.
<[T,h,(y,z)y(y)u(y)v(z)dLm+„(y,z)

«T,f,ucom},g,zy(y)v(z)dLnz
J R"

=  f     f (-iy\(T,g,zy,f,yy(y)u(y)dLmyv(z)dLnz.
JR."   JRm

The equality of the first and third members of (3) now results from Fubini's

theorem and the arbitrary nature of u and v.

3.12 Theorem. Iff:X-+R" is locally Lipschitzian, fc_n and TeIk(X),
then

<T>f> y y e lk-„(X)for L„ almost all y.

Proof. In case n = 1 the conclusion follows from 3.6 (7) and [FF, 8.14 and

3.9 (3)]. The general case may be obtained by induction using 3.11 (3).

3.13 Remark. Assuming that TeIk(X), k^n and / : X -+ R" is of class co,

one may compute the currents T Af* (a>„) and Sy = (T,f,yy as follows:

For || T|| almost all x in X, T(x) exists and is a simple unit k vector. Let J (x)

be the norm of the restriction of/#(a)„) to the k space of T(x). In case J(x) ^ 0,

there exist a unique simple unit k — n vector w(x) and a unique simple unit n vector

v(x) such that the k — n space of w(x) is the intersection of the kernel of Df(x)

with the k space of T(x), and

T(x) = v(x) A w(x),    J(x) =f((on) {v(x)l

These definitions immediately imply the first two of the three statements :

(1) If(peEk-"(X),then

[TA/*K)](<P) = j J(x) ■ <p(x)[w(x)-]d\\ T\\x.
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(2) If \//: X -+R is a bounded Baire function, then

|| TAf*(con) ||W)=JV(*)J(x)d| T||x.

(3) For Ln almost all y in R" it is true that

Sy(x) = w(x) for || Sy || almost all x in X,

©*~"(|| Sy ||,x) = 0*(|| T\\,x)for Hk~"almost all x inf~l{y}.

To verify (3),' we take any g e E°(R") and c/> s Ek~tt(X), let

Kx) = g[f(xy] ■ c6(x) [w(x)] for xeX,

and use 3.6 (3), the above (1) and (2), and 3.6 (5) to obtain

jgiy)Syi<l>)dLny =  <T,/,cu„>[(go/) • £)

=   ||T||(J-A)=|| <T,/,œ„> ||(A)

= j || Sy ||(A) dLny

= Ji?(y)Jc6(x)[W(x)] d|| Sy \\x dL„y.

Consequently, for L„ almost all y,

Syi<p)= fip(x)[w(x)]d||S),||x   whenever 4>eEk~"iX),

whence the first conclusion follows. To obtain the second, we take any y e E°iX)

and infer from 3.13, [FF, 8.16], 3.6 (5), the above (2), the coarea formula [F3, 3.1]

and the generalized Eilenberg inequality [F2, 3.2] that

J*G0 Jy(*)©*""(|| Sy \\,x)dHk~"xdL„y

= j II S? II l(g°f) ■ y^dL-y = \\T A /#(0 I [ig Of) ■ y]

= jgU(.xMx)J(x)4 T\\x

= Jc?[/W]r(x)J(x)0'(|| T||,x)dH*x

=  (g(y) Í        v(x)0ft(||r||,x)dHk-"xdL„y,
J J f-lm

and use the arbitrary choice of g and y to complete the proof.
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3.14 Theorem.   If h: R x X -* R" is locally Lipschitzian, k^n, TeNk(X),

a<b, J = {t:a<t<b} and

f(x) = h(a,x),   g(x) = h(b,x),   q(t,x) = x

whenever xeX and teR, then:

(1) For every bounded Baireform (p:Rn-* /\"(R"),

<[T,g,<by -  <T,/,<p>   = g#[<;x3U0>+(-l)"3<JxT,M>].

(2) For L„ almost all y in R",

<T,g,yy - ÇT,f,yy = <z#[<J x dT,h,yy + (- 1)"3<J x T,Ä,y>].

Proof.   To prove (1), we apply 3.2 (6) and 3.3, with ^l(x) = (a,x) and

B(x) = (b,x) for xeX, to obtain

i#[(-l)"3<JxT,Ä,0>]   = q#[<d(J x T),h,<t>y]

=  q*i(B#(T),h,<l>y-(A#(T), h,q>y

- v x dT,h,<j>y-]

= <T,g,4>y - (T,f,(j>y-q*[_(j x dT,h,<byi

Then we deduce (2) from (1), with <p = co„ n£,..

3.15 Theorem(3).   Ifk^n, TeNk(X), f:X-*R"hastheLipschitzconstantA

on spt T, and there exists a finite positive number p such that

(|| ÔT\\ + || T ||) [/-'(£)] zg pL„(£) whenever E cz R",

then the following two statements hold for all y and z in R":

(1) <T,/,y>eNt_n(X),/V«T,/,y»zgA"p,  "

(2) F«J,f,y + z> - <T,/,y» zg | z |A"" V

Proof.   Using 3.2 (8) we see that

M((T,f,ton n£» + M«ÖT,/,ü)„ n£» = lnpLn(E)

for every Borel set £ c R", hence (1) holds whenever <[T,f,yy exists.

Next suppose 0 # z e R" and let J = {r : 0 < t < | z | A~ ' },

S(x) =/(x) - z,    h(t,x) =f(x) -a\z\~xz

whenever teR,xeX.   For every Borel set £ cz R" we know from 3.3 that

(T,g,<an H£> = <T,/,ft)„ n(£ + z)>,

and use 3.14 (1), 3.2 (8) to infer that

(3) This theorem may be used to verify the continuity of the map/occurring in [A, 3.3].
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F[(TJ,conniE + z)y- <T,/,oj„n£>]

z^MHJ x 8T,h,co„ n£» + Mi(J x T, A,ûj„ n£»

^A-dJxöTl + llJxTlDtA-^E)]

^rdlJilxiiaTll + llJllxiTiDíA-1^)]

= A"Í (||óT|| 4-||r||)[{x:(i,x)6Ä~1(£)}]dL1t

-JC,J(|ar| + |r|)C/-»(J5 + fA|*|-1z)]|i«.1<

^|z|A"-Vl„(£).

From the preceding inequality we see that (2) holds whenever (,T,f,y + z> and

(T,f,yy both exist.

Now it follows immediately that (,TJ,yy exists for every y in R".

3.16 Remark.// k^n,  TeNkiX)  and  the  maps f : X -* R"',  g : X -> R"

have the common Lipschitz constant X on spt T, then

f   Fi(T,g,yy-  <T,/,y»dL11ygA--1(|5T|| + |r||)[|/-<?|].
J R"

This may be verified by applying 3.14 (2) to the linear homotopy A from /to g,

with J = {t:0^i^l}. In case / and g are of class oo one readily computes

h*iœn) = dp A q*i<r) + \¡i A q*(r),

where p : R x X -* R,   p(i,x) = t, and

<xeE"_1(X), T€£"(X), i//eE°iR x X),

|| o-(x) || z% A""* |/(x) - g(x) | whenever x e spt T ;

therefore, if S is either T or ÔT, then

M«J xS,A,oj„» g A""11| S || i\f-g\).

This inequality clearly extends to the general Lipschitzian case, and then 3.6 (5)

completes the proof.

3.17 Theorem. Suppose f: X^R" is of class oo,  TeI„iX), sptT-sptèT

is locally connected, p and v are positive integers,

&ki || T ||, x) ^ p whenever xeX,

(sptT) l^if~1{y} has at most v elements whenever y eR" —/(spt ÔT).

Let G be the class of all nonempty connected open subsets of R" —/(spt dT);
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for each   WeG  let  T(W) be the set of all components of (spt T) C\f1(W);

also let

H = \J{T(W):WeG}.

Then:

(1) For each V e T(W) there exists an integer A(V) such that

MT nv) = A(V) ■ w.

(2) IfVe T(W) and A(V) # 0, thenf(V) = W.
(3) T(iy) n {V : A(V) # 0} has at most v elements.

(4) lfWczW' belong to G and V e T(W'), then

A(V) =       I      A(V).
VZ>V<¡T(W)

(5) H is a base for the relative topology o/sptT — sptdT.

(6) // xesptT — sptöT, then A(V) has the same value, hereafter denoted

A(x),for all sufficiently small neighborhoods V of x, belonging to H.

(7) For every Borel set EczR" -f(sptdT),

M«T,/,£t)nn£»zgpvLB(£).

(8) For yeR" -/(sptÔT) and \jf eE°(X),

<T,/,y>0A)=     I     A(x)-Hx).

(9) <T,/, • y is M bounded and F continuous on R" —f(sptdT).

Proof. To verify (1) we first use [FF, 3.8] to infer that /*(T n V) = Op,

where \j/ is an integer valued function vanishing outside W. Recalling the last

statement in [FF, 2.3] we then prove that \¡i is constant on W, by showing that

spt 5/#(T n V) cz R" - W.

If (p e En~l(R") and sptip cz W, then the sets

Fn/_1(spt<p)and(sptT)- V

are compact and disjoint, hence there exists u e E°(X) such that

u(x) =  1 whenever x e V O / _1(spt<p),

u(x) = 0 whenever x e (spt T) — V,

du(x) = 0 whenever x e (spt T) n f_1 (spt <p) ;

inasmuch as/"1 (spt<p) cz/-1(lT) cz X - spt(dT), it follows that

MT n V) [#] = TlVn dfm = T\u A dfm

= T[-rfuA/#«>)] = 0.
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Next we observe that (2) is obvious, and implies (3). To obtain (4) we compute

A(j/') -w=f#iTnv')nw «/„ [jnv'n f-\W)]

VeK

where K = T(W) n {V : V c P"'}.

To prove (5) suppose xesptT — sptöT, choose sets Wx zdW2 zd W3 zd ••• in G

whose closures have the intersection {fix)}, and choose V¡ e TFWf) so that x e Vj.

The closures of the sets V¡ are continua whose intersection is a continuum con-

tained in the finite set/_1{/(x)}, hence equals {x}.

To obtain (6) we choose W'eG and V e T(W")so that F'n/-1 {fix)} = {x}.

For any V" e H such that x e V" cz V, say V" e TiW), we let W = W'n W", note

that V" belongs also to T{W), and infer from (4) and (2) that A(F') = A(F").

To prove (7) we choose F according to [FF, 8.16], let

B = ((Jf) n[sptT - spt3r]n/-1(B).

and infer with the help of the classical area formula [Fl, 5.9] that

M[TA/'Kn£)]

=     f |/Vn)[?(x)]|0"(||T||,x)dH"x
Jf-l(E)

Ú pf  |/#K)[T(x)]|dH"x
J B

= p\   Nif,B,y)dL„yz%pvLniE).
Jr"

Finally, to verify (8) and (9), we fix y e R" -/(sptdT) and e > 0, and abbreviate

(sptT)n/_1{y} —A. Then y has a neighborhood W'eG such that the sets

K» e TiW ) corresponding to xeA, for which xeV'x, satisfy the conditions

diam(K¿) < e and Aty'x) = A(x).

We note that the set

Z=W'n iz:f~l{z} cz \Jv;\
\ xeA        I

is a neighborhood of y in R".

Taking any i//eE°iX) with F(i/c) ̂  1, we define the function y on (J{F,.':xe,4}

by setting

y(t>) = i^(x) whenever t> e F^',

whence | yiv) - \¡/iv) | g s.

If If c Z and W e G, then (7) yields
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I <T,/,co„ n Wy(ip - y)| = spvL„(W).

Moreover

<T,/,co„ n IT>(y) =  T[/#(4) A V n /^(W)]

= I Hx) t \j* (©,) n f; n/- \iy)]

=  I^(x)/#(TnFx')Kniy]
xeA

=   I ^(x)A(x)L„(iy)
xeA

and we obtain the inequality

<j,f,<oH n w>W - L„(iy) I A(x)«A(x)zg epvL„(iy).

We can immediately generalize this inequality, replacing WeG by an arbitrary

Borel subset of Z; then (8) and (9) become obvious.

4. Complex varieties as minimal currents. Following a simple proof of

Wirtinger's inequality it is shown that, in a Kahler manifold, integral currents

with almost everywhere complex tangent spaces are minimal currents. Then

(locally) integral currents are associated with complex algebraic varieties, through

integration over the nonsingular part. It is proved that the plane sections of a

variety, which are defined algebrogeometrically but which also correspond to

slices in the sense of §3, vary continuously as currents. This fact is used in the

final theorem, concerning the tangent cones of complex algebraic varieties.

Basic information on Kahler manifolds and algebraic varieties may be found

in [WK] and [SM].

4.1 Theorem. Suppose V is a complex vectorspace with a positive definite

Hermitianform

H = S + iA,

where S and A are symmetric and alternating real bilinear functions, respec-

tively. Consider V as a real vectorspace with the inner product S, and with the

alternating forms

Br = Ar/r\

of degree 2r, where Ar is the r-fold exterior product of A.

Ifwx,---,w2rare mutually orthogonal unit vectors in V, then

Br(wi,---,w2r) = l.

Moreover, equality holds if and only if the real vectorspace spanned by wx, ■■■,w2r

is in fact a complex vector subspace of V, and its natural orientation is wx

wx A •■• Aw2r.
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Proof. First consider the case r = 1. If u and v are orthogonal unit vectors

in V, then

Hiu,v) — iAiu,v),

hence Schwarz's inequality yields Aiu,v)z^l, with equality if and only if

Hiu,v) = i, which is equivalent to v = iu.

Proceeding to the general case, suppose W is any real 2r dimensional vector

subspaceof V, and <P is the restriction of A to W. Then W has an orthonormal

base ex,---,e2r with the dual base <t>y,---,</>2r such that

r

<5=       I       Xji(/)2j_y   A(j)2J),
J = l

where Xj = A(e2j_1,e2j). It follows that

<Dr=HA    XjWij-t/\<l>2j),
j' = i

r

Br(ey,--,e2r) =   J]    h-
j = i

Applying the special case first considered to each pair (e2j_ l5 e2j) we find that

n hèi,

and that equality holds if and only if X¡ = ±1 for each j, with minus occurring

an even number of times ; moreover each minus can be made a plus by interchanging

e2J-yande2J.

4.2 Theorem. If X is a Kahler manifold with the fundamental form Qe E2iX)

and if TeI2riX), then:

(1) T(Q7r!)^M(T). Moreover, equality holds if and onty if for || T\\

almost all x in X the oriented 2r dimensional real vectorspace ofTix) is a natu-

rally oriented complex subspace of the tangentspace of X at x.

(2) In case T(£2r/r!) = MiT), then

MiT) ^ MÍT+ ÔU) whenever UeI2r+1iX).

(3) In case T(ilr/ r!) = MiT) and SY'/>! = d*F for some *Pe£2,'"1(X), then

MiT) S M(Z) whenever Z e I2riX) and dZ = dT.

Proof.    Since

MiT) - TiQT/rl) =  jil -^ [f(x)] ) d|| T\x,

we obtain (1) by applying Theorem 4.1 to each tangentspace of X.

To verify (2), note that
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M(T+dU)  = (74-317)(fi'/r!)

= M(T)+ U(d0r/r\) = M(T),

because dfi = 0.

Finally, (3) holds because

M(Z)-M(T) = Z(n7r!)-T(fi7r!)

= (dZ)Q¥)-(dT)(V) = 0.

4.3 Remark. Clearly (3) implies that Tis a current of least mass [FF, 9.1];

it is applicable in case X = C. Moreover (2) implies that Tis a minimal current,

because all cycles with small supports are boundaries; it is applicable in case

X = P\C).
4.4 Locally normal currents. Following [DR1] we let Dk(X) be the

topological vectorspace of all real valued k forms of class coon Xwith compact

support, and Dk(X) the dual space of all real valued k dimensional currents, whose

support need not be compact.

Assuming TeDk(X), we call T locally normal if and only if for each xeX

there exists a normal current SeEk(X) such that xçispt(T— S). It is obvious

that, on each compact subset of X, locally normal currents behave just like

normal currents. For instance, while M(T) may be infinite, the measure || T ||

remains finite on compact sets. If/: X-> Y is locally Lipschitzian, then locally

normal currents <T,/, <p > and <T,/, y > may be defined essentially the same way as

when Tis normal; moreover /#(T) may be defined in case the restriction of /to

spt T is proper.

Similarly we define locally rectifiable and locally integral currents.

4.5 Complex algebraic varieties as currents(4). Suppose F is a complex

r dimensional irreducible algebraic variety in complex n space C". We shall verify

first, by induction with respect to r, that

H2r(Vn>B) < oo for every bounded Borel set B a C.

Since the singular subset S of F is a complex algebraic set of dimension <J r — 1,

we may assume that H2r~2(S nB) < oo for every bounded Borel set B c C",

whence

H2'"1(S) = 0.

We recall that V — S is a connected complex r dimensional analytic submanifold of

C, and that the Kahler form of C is given by the formula

íí = (2í)_1 I   dZjAdZj=I,   Zj(o32)
j=i j=i

(4) Complex varieties have been previously studied as currents in [ST], [L], [DR 2]. The

irrelevance of the singular subset is proved here by a new method.
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where Z¡: C -> C at R 2 is the jth   complex coordinate function. Consequently

oyn-    z «2A>2P),
^EA(fc.n)

where qA: C-» C z^ R2r,q\z) = (zA(1 ,,•••,zA(r)) for zeC, and we use 4.1 and

the classical area formula to compute

H2\VnB)  =   f Q'/r!
JVnB-S

=       I       f Niq\VnB-S,y)dL2ry
AeA(k.n) J

1%     I      degree(F) • L2r[«A(fl)] < oo.
¿•A(*,n)

We may now define a locally rectifiable current Te D2riC) by the formula

Ti(j>) =[    (b    for (p e D2riC").
Jv-s

Clearly spt Tc Fand spt STc S, and we see from 2.2 (localized, and with U = 0)

that

¿T=0.

Hereafter we shall not distinguish notationally between the affine variety V and

the corresponding locally integral current T. Similarly we may regard a complex r

dimensional algebraic variety in the projective space P'iC) as a member of

/2r[P"(C)]. Of course the usual nonhomogeneous coordinate systems do not map

the Kahler form of C" onto the Kahler form of P"iC), but they do map locally

integral currents onto locally integral currents, and preserve all local convergence

properties of currents.

Whenever the intersection V • W of two algebraic varieties V and W, with

complex dimensions r and s, exists in the sense of algebraic geometry, then

F» If is a linear combination of complex r + s — n dimensional varieties with

positive integral coefficients, hence will be regarded as a (locally) integral current

of dimension 2(r 4- s — n).

4.6 Remark. Suppose F is a complex r dimensional irreducible algebraic

variety in P"iC) and IF is a complex s dimensional projective subspace of P"iC)

such that V» W exists. Letting

p-.C-^nQ, piz) = izy-.z2: -:zn:l),

/:C"-*Ç—,    /(z) = (z„z2,-,z„_s),

we assume that p_1(W) =f_1{0} and that VC\W- piC) has dimension less

than r + s — n. We shall eventually prove the formula
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v»w= p#(<f,p-\v),oy).

In the special case s = n — r, this formula becomes obvious when one combines

3.17 with the classical definition of algebraic intersection multiplicity. In fact one

may assume (after replacing Zr+1 by Zr+1 + Z"=r+2 Cj-Z; for suitable CjeC)

that Zr+1 is one-to-one on p~l(VC\ W), and that the function field of p_1(F) is

generated by the images £t, •••,£,+1 of Z1,*-,Zr+1. If F is an irreducible polyno-

mial such that F(Ci,-.-,Cr+i) = 0, and if the point £, occurs with multiplicity

m(£,) in V • If, then m(£) equals the multiplicity of ¿;r + x as a root of F(0, • • •, 0,Zr +x),

and L2r almost all points of C near 0 have m(£) counterimages near £ on p~ 1(V),

with respect to /, hence A(£) = m(£).

This special case will be applied in the proof of Theorem 4.7, which will in turn

be used for obtaining the general formula in 4.8.

4.7 Theorem. Suppose r + s^n, V is a complex r dimensional algebraic

variety in the n dimensional projective space P"(C), and G is the set of those

complex s dimensional projective subspaces WofP"(C)for which the intersection

V* W exists. Then the function mapping WeG onto V* ITe/2(r+s_n)[P"(C)] is

continuous with respect to the F topology.

Proof. In the special case when r + s = n, this theorem is essentially well

known ; it is merely a reformulation of the classical principle that the roots of a

system of algebraic equations depend continuously on the coefficients.

Proceeding to the case when r + s > n, suppose Wx, W2, W3, •■■ eG converge to

WeG, and let

V W= Î   akQk
it = i

where ax,---,am are positive integers and Qi,--,Qm are complex r + s — n dimen-

sional irreducible varieties, the algebraic components of V(~\ W. Also let S be the

subset of V n W consisting of all those points which either belong to more than

one Qk, or are singular points of some Qk. Note that each Qk — S is a connected

complex variety.

Since degree(F« Wj) = degree(F) for all j, the sequence of integral cycles

V• Wj is M bounded. Therefore, according to [FF 8.13, 7.3], this sequence has

subsequences which are F convergent to integral cycles. It will be sufficient to

show that the limit of each such convergent subsequence must be V • W.

Replacing the given sequence by a subsequence, we henceforth assume the

existence of a current Te /2(|.+S_„)[P"(C)] for which

lim  £(F»iyj.-T) = 0.
J-»00

Since spt Tcz Vn W, 3T= 0 and H2(r+s~n)(S) = 0, there exist integers %x,—,tm

such that
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m

r= 2 XkQk-
k = i

In view of 3.8 and 4.6 we may choose a complex

n — ir + s — n) = 2n — r — s

dimensional projective subspace £ of P"iC) — S such that

liminf F[(F» WJ) • £ - T» £] = 0
j-»co

and Wj n£, WdE are complex projective spaces of dimension n — s. Using the

associative law, and the special case of the theorem mentioned initially, we find

that also

lim F[V (Wj • E) - F» (W* £)] = 0,
y"-►go

hence T» E = (V W) •£.

Finally we choose \¡/k e £°[P"(C)] so that

¡l/k(x) = 1 whenever x e £ n Qk,

^kix) = 0 whenever xeQ, with t # k,

and conclude that

xk degree (ß* • £) = (T•£)(•>*)

= [(F. IF) • £](^t) = ak degree (ôt • £),

hence xk = crt.

4.8 Remark. We shall now see why the formula stated in 4.5 holds also in

case s > n - r. Letting

g:C^ Cr+s-\    g(z)= (z„_s+1,.-,zr),

h:C^CT, A(z)= (zy,-,zr),

we infer from 4.6, 3.12 (3) and the associative law that, for L2r almost all (u,v) in
Cn-S x Cr + s-n

<p-1(F),/,u>.g-1W

= «P~\v)j,uy,g,vy

=   (p-\V),h,(u,v)y = p-\V) • h~l{(u,v)}

= P"1W[r1W^1W] = [^1WT1W]«^1W.

It follows that the formula

<«r-1(F),/,u> = p-1(F)./-1{«}
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holds for L2n_2s almost all u in C~s. Moreover the preceding theorem implies

that the right member is continuous with respect to u, wherever it exists. Then

3.5 and 3.6 (3) show that the formula holds whenever p_1(F) •/*{«} exists.

4.9 Tangent cones. By a k dimensional cone in Rm, with vertex at the origin 0,

we mean here a current OS (see [FF, 9.2]) where SeIk_x(Rm n{x: | x | = 1}).

Such a cone is called the measuretheoretic tangent cone of a k dimensional

locally integral current Tat 0 if and only if it equals the F limit, as £ -> 0 + , of the

currents

T=p1/£#(T)n{x:|x|<l},

where Pi/£(x) = x/e for x e Rm. The problem discussed in [FF, 9.2], whether the

measuretheoretic tangent cone always exists in case T is a minimal current, is

still unsolved.

Now suppose T is a complex r dimensional algebraic variety in C, with 0 e T.

Choosing a generic point £ = (Çx, ■ ■ •, Ç„) of Tover C, and a quantity t transcendental

over the field C(£), one considers the complex r + 1 dimensional variety V in

C"+ ' with the generic point (Ci/ /, • •-,£„/*, t), and the complex n dimensional plane

W=C+1r\{w:wn+x=0}.

The intersection V» W exists. Using the projectionp:C"+1->C",p(w) = (w1,-..,w„),

one may define the algebrogeometric tangent cone of Tat 0 as the current

p#(F«iy)n{z:|z|<l}.

In all these definitions, the restriction to the unit ball is only a device yielding

currents of finite mass, and is not essential.

4.10 Theorem. The algebrogeometric and measuretheoretic tangent cones

of a complex algebraic affine variety coincide at every point.

Proof.   We readopt the notation of 4.9, let

q:Cn + 1-*C,     q(w) = wn + x,

and choose \ji e D0(C) so that \¡/(e) = 1 for all £ near 0. Note that, if £ # 0, then

Vq-1{e}=p.x/e#(T)x{e},

p*(Vq-l{z}) = pxle*(T).

Since the planes q ~* {¿} converge to q '1 {0} = Was £ -* 0, it follows from 4.7 that,

for each 4>eD2r(Cn),

p*(V W)(<p) = (V W)lp*(cp)Aq*m

=   lim (F.f'^M/WlAi'tffl
t-»0

=   lim p1/£#(T)(«p).
e—0
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